From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Malcolm Roberts malcolmr@conscious.com.au
Fwd: Your position is now not tenable
27 February 2015 8:40 am
Roberts Malcolm malcolmr@conscious.com.au

From: Malcolm Roberts <malcolmiroberts@icloud.com>
Subject: Fwd: Your position is now not tenable
Date: 24 August 2014 2:41:26 am AEST
To: Birmingham Simon <senator.birmingham@aph.gov.au>, Birmingham Simon <Loretta.Sist@aph.gov.au>
Cc: Hunt Greg <Greg.Hunt.MP@aph.gov.au>, Jensen Dennis <Dennis.Jensen.MP@aph.gov.au>, Simpkins Luke
<Luke.Simpkins.MP@aph.gov.au>, Kelly Craig <Craig.Kelly.MP@aph.gov.au>, Marohasy Jennifer <redacted>, Smeed
John <redacted>, Alderson Gordon <redacted>, Madigan John <senator.madigan@aph.gov.au>, Day Bob
<senator.day@aph.gov.au>, Leyonhjelm David <senator.leyonhjelm@aph.gov.au>, Bernardi Cory
<senator.bernardi@aph.gov.au>
Pardon me, please senator Birmingham, my original email was accidentally not copied to Greg Hunt.
Greg has been added as a recipient.
Malcolm

Begin forwarded message:
From: Malcolm Roberts <malcolmiroberts@icloud.com>
Subject: Your position is now not tenable
Date: 23 August 2014 9:15:50 pm GMT+5:30
To: Birmingham Simon <senator.birmingham@aph.gov.au>, Birmingham Simon <Loretta.Sist@aph.gov.au>
Cc: Jensen Dennis <Dennis.Jensen.MP@aph.gov.au>, Simpkins Luke <Luke.Simpkins.MP@aph.gov.au>, Kelly Craig
<Craig.Kelly.MP@aph.gov.au>, Marohasy Jennifer <redacted>, Smeed John <redacted>, Alderson Gordon <redacted>,
Madigan John <senator.madigan@aph.gov.au>, Day Bob <senator.day@aph.gov.au>, Leyonhjelm David
<senator.leyonhjelm@aph.gov.au>, Bernardi Cory <senator.bernardi@aph.gov.au>
Good morning Senator Birmingham.
Reportedly you’ve recently been reliably advised that Australia’s Bureau of Meteorology has been misrepresenting
climate data. This fact about the BOM is now entering the public domain.
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/climate/bureau-of-meteorology-altering-climate-figures/storye6frg6xf-1227033735740
A small group of BOM staff including senior executives has wilfully misrepresented climate. At no time has BOM had
any empirical scientific evidence that human carbon dioxide caused global warming. Further, the BOM wilfully
misrepresents climate by failing to acknowledge a lack of warming and instead misrepresents brief periods of natural
cyclic warming and cooling.
This is confirmed by my Freedom of Information request on BOM and CSIRO in 2013 and by correspondence with
senior BOM executives and CSIRO executives.
It’s documented here: http://www.climate.conscious.com.au/letters.html
Specifically, for details of my FOI request on BOM and CSIRO and my correspondence with CSIRO and BOM please
scroll down to “Letters Sent” approximately one-third down the page.
Details of CSIRO and BOM misrepresentation of climate and confirmation of both agencies lacking any empirical
scientific evidence for their implied claims of human causation are available here:
http://www.climate.conscious.com.au/CSIROh!.html
Specifically, for BOM see Appendix 7 and for CSIRO see Appendices 6 and 6a.
All this and more has been advised with paper copies to Greg Hunt. Yet he seemingly continues to wilfully
misrepresent climate. If not wilful, his behaviour is negligently irresponsible. I have advised Greg Hunt by Registered
Post with Delivery Confirmation that his position is dishonest. His replies have failed to counter my material. I
personally presented material to him in his office at a lengthy meeting on Wednesday, April 27th, 2011 witnessed by a
third person, Gordon Alderson.
Please note some of my correspondence with Greg Hunt documented at the first URL above. Page two of my most
recent letter to Greg summarises:

Malcolm's reply dated 19th March, 2014

The direct link to that letter is:
http://www.climate.conscious.com.au/docs/letters/20140321/GregHunt,March2014.pdf Greg Hunt has no evidence
for his repeated false and unfounded claims about human carbon dioxide and about climate. He has been provided
amply and repeatedly by various reliable sources with empirical scientific evidence showing his claims are false and
contradict empirical scientific evidence. His behaviour and statements endorse corruption of climate science. Please
refer to Appendix 2 here: http://www.climate.conscious.com.au/CSIROh!.html
If I can be of assistance in any way, please advise.
Senator, it is time for you and the Liberal Party to come clean before your integrity is tarnished by the emerging truth.
Malcolm Roberts
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